A self-regulatory genetic circuit, where a protein acts as a positive regulator of its own production, is known to be a simplest form of biological network with a positive feedback loop. Although at least three components, DNA, RNA, and the protein, are required to form such a circuit, the stability analysis of fixed points of the self-regulatory circuit has been performed only after reducing the system into a two-component system consisting of RNA and protein only, assuming a fast equilibration of the DNA component. Here, the stability of fixed points of the three-component positive feedback loop is analyzed by obtaining eigenvalues of full three dimensional Hessian matrix. In addition to rigorously identifying the stable fixed points and the saddle points, detailed information can be obtained, such as the number of positive eigenvalues near a saddle point. In particular, complex eigenvalues is shown to exist for sufficiently slow binding and unbinding of the auto-regulatory transcription factor to DNA, leading to oscillatory convergence to the steady states, a novel feature unseen in the two-dimensional analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Life is maintained by complex interaction of genes and proteins. The genes are turned on and off according to environmental change, so the gene network can be considered as a Turing machine with input and output. The genetic regulatory system is often modelled as a system of first-order differential equations that describes the time-dependent production and decay of various RNA and protein molecules, as well as binding of transcription factors to DNA that stimulate or inhibit the transcription of genes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The first step toward understanding such a system is to understand its steady state behavior. Depending on the network structure, the gene network exhibits multistability, meaning there can be more than one steady state of the protein concentrations [4] [5] [6] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Multistability not only forms the basis for explaining the response of the cell to the environment, but can also be used to model epigenetics, where information other than genetic one are passed on to the next generation of a cell [6] . It has been shown that the existence of a positive feedback loop in the regulatory network is a necessary condition for a multistability [9] [10] [11] [12] . Although general method for detecting multistability for a large class of systems with positive feedback loop has been proposed [5] , it is of interest to perform an explicit analysis of a network if one can, where one can obtain more detailed information on the behavior of the system near the fixed point, such as the numbers of real and complex eigenvalues, and those with positive real parts in the case of a saddle point.
The simplest biological system with a positive feedback loop is a self-regulatory genetic circuit where a protein acts as a transcription factor for its own gene, thus positively regulating its own production. According to the central dogma, there should be at least three components, DNA, RNA, and the protein. However, fixed-point analysis for such a simple self-regulatory genetic circuit has been performed only for two-dimensional system [19, 20, 22] or one-dimensional system [6] which are obtained after dimensional reductions of the original set of equations, and it has been concluded that if the binding of the transcription factor to the DNA is cooperative, in the sense that more than two protein molecules are required to be bound in order to stimulate the production of their species, then there can be more than one possible steady-state concentrations of these proteins.
Although fixed-points obtained from a dimensionally reduced system of equations are quite valid, the stability analysis of the fixed point in the dimensionally reduced system of equations is not justified: they are obtained under the assumption that some of the components, usually taken to be the DNA, are equilibrated to their steady-state values. The assumption of the fast-equilibration itself has to be tested, by showing that the eliminated variables are stable with respect to their steady-state values so that such a limit can indeed be taken.
In this work, I consider the three-component auto-regulatory system consisting of DNA, RNA, and obtain analytic form for the eigenvalues of the Hessian at the fixed points, using the cubic root formula. Not only I show that this system can indeed exhibit bistability, but I can also explicitly investigate whether and how many of the eigenvalues have positive real values at the saddle point. I also find that the eigenvalues at the stable fixed point can have imaginary parts, leading to oscillatory convergence of the concentrations to the steady state, a novel feature that cannot be seen in the two-dimensional analysis.
II. THE CHEMICAL EQUATIONS
The simplest system with a positive feedback loop is a self-regulatory genetic circuit where a protein X binds to its gene to act as a transcription factor for its own species. Let us denote the inactive and active genes as D and D * , respectively. Also assume that m molecules of proteins have to bind to the inactive gene in order to make it active and turn on the transcription. The active gene D * produces the RNA molecule R, which in turn produces molecules of the protein X via translation mechanism. Both RNA and the protein degrade with time. This processes can be described by the following reactions:
The rate equation for this process is
where the condition that the concentration of DNA is a constant, As shown in the appendix A, the condition for the validity of Eq. (2) is
where N D and N X denote the numbers of the protein X and the active genes, respectively, and the brackets denote the expectation values. This condition will hold true if the fluctuation of the gene and that of the proteins are independent. In particular, it will hold if the number of protein X is large enough so that the relative fluctuation of its number is negligible. However, although this condition may hold at a certain point of time, the fluctuations of N X may grow in time and make the equation Eq.(2) invalid for later times.
The full stochastic master equation or Fokker-Planck equation will have to analyzed to find the time-scale that the Eq.(4) is valid [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , perhaps by numerical method, which is out of scope of the current manuscript. Here, I will simply assume the validity of Eq.(4) and analyze the consequence of the equation (2).
Eq.(2) can be simplified by rescaling the time
and defining the rescaled variables,
and the parameters
where µ, ǫ, and τ are chosen to satisfy
to get the rescaled set of equationṡ
which is the object of analysis in this work.
Note that the in the first equation of Eq.(9), the first, second and the third terms describe the change of the protein number due to its degradation, production, and its binding and unbinding to the gene. Since only m molecules of the protein bind to the gene, in most cases of interest where the total number of proteins is much larger than m, the binding and unbinding process will have negligible contribution to the change of the total protein number. This can also be seen from the fact that ν is proportional to T , the concentration of gene which is usually much smaller than [R] and [X] . Therefore ν is expected to be negligible in most practical applications. However, for the sake of generality, I will keep ν in the rest of the article. Also note that the ν dependent term becomes non-negligible near origin when only a few molecules of proteins are present, but in this limit the stochastic fluctuation of [X] cannot be neglected and the deterministic equation (2) will no more be valid anyway(See also the appendix A).
III. THE DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION AND THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYS-

TEM
The fixed points of the system (9) is obtained by solvingẋ =ẏ =ż. One first solveṡ z = 0 to obtain
Substituting into Eq. (9), we getẋ
The two-variable system described by Eq. (11) (11) is based on the assumption thatż = 0 is always satisfied. This corresponds to the case when DNA equilibrates on a time scale much faster than that of the RNA or the protein. However, it has to be checked that the fixed point is stable with respect to the perturbation orthogonal to the nullclineż = 0, which is the main topic of interest in this work.
In order to get the fixed points, we first solve the equation for the nullclineẏ = 0, to get
and substitute into the nullcline equation for x,ẋ = 0, which after some manipulation becomes
The values of x for the fixed points are obtained by solving Eq. (13), and those of y and z by Eq. (12) and Eq. (10) . Since x = 0 a solution of (13) , it is always a fixed point. Depending
1 Although a three-dimensional system has been considered in ref. [22] , whose fixed points coincide with those of Eq (11) , it corresponds to the case where the first equation in Eq(11) is replaced by two linear equations, a rather unnatural situation where protein x produces another protein that acts as a transcriptor for x.
The resulting equation is totally different from Eq(9) where only one species of protein is present and only the assumption of instantaneous equilibration of DNA is dropped.
on the values of α and β, there can be a positive real fixed pointx that makes the second factor of Eq.(13) zero:
The stability of the two-dimensional system is analyzed by linearizing the Eq.(11) around a fixed point x * :
The details of the procedure are reviewed in appendix B. Here I just summarize the results:
x = 0 is a unique stable fixed point when αβ < 1. For αβ > 1, x = 0 becomes an unstable fixed point, and there is an additional nonzero stable fixed point which is a root of Eq. (14). αβ = 1 is the marginal case where these two fixed points merge.
ii) m > 1 x = 0 is always a stable fixed point. There are additional nonzero fixed points x ± with x − < x + that correspond to the roots of Eq. (14) for
where x − and x + are a saddle point and a stable fixed point, respectively. Therefore, In order to compare with those obtained from the three-dimensional analysis, we write the eigenvalues of the two-dimensional Hessian A 2 in Eq. (15):
where x * is the fixed point around which we linearized the equation. Note that since x * ≥ 0, the quantity inside the square root is non-negative, and therefore the eigenvalues are real. In case of stable fixed point where both of the eigenvalues are negative, this leads to asymptotically exponential convergence:
as t → ∞, where u ± are the eigenvectors corresponding to λ ± , with u ±x and u ±y denoting their x and y components. However, as will be shown later, the analysis of the full threedimensional system Eq.(9) reveals that oscillatory convergence to a stable fixed point is also possible when the conversion between the active and inactive gene is slow enough.
IV. THE STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEM
As noted earlier, the stability analysis of the two-dimensional system given by Eq. (11) is rather incomplete. Considering a small deviation of x, y, and z around a fixed point (x * , y * , z * ) of Eq (9), with x = x * + δx,y = y * + δy, and z = z * + δz, we get a linearized
Solving the characteristic equation for the matrix A 3 ,
The case of m > 1 and x * = y * = z * = 0 is the easiest to analyze. In this case,β = β,γ = γ, ν = ν, ζ = 0, and the solutions to the characteristic equation Eq. (20) are easily shown to be
all of which are negative. Therefore, for m > 1, the origin is always a stable fixed point, as was the case for the two-dimensional system. It remains to analyze the other cases.
In general, the three roots of a cubic equation
are given by [21] 
where
When the coefficients p 0 ,p 1 , and p 2 are all real, we either get three real roots, or one real root and a conjugate pair of complex roots, depending on the sign of
When ∆ > 0, √ −27∆ = R 2 − 4Q 3 is imaginary, and consequently the second and the third terms of each line of Eq.(24) form conjugate pair, so all three roots are real. On the other hand, if ∆ ≤ 0, λ 0 is real, but the second and the third terms of λ ± are linear combinations of distinct real quantities with complex coefficients e ±2πi/3 , so λ ± form a conjugate pair of complex roots.
For the characteristic equation Eq. (20) we get R = −2(α +β +γ) 3 + 9(α +β +γ)(αβ +βγ +γα − ζν)
and
which will be used for further analysis below.
A. Limit of instantaneous equilibration of the gene
The limit of instantaneous equilibration of the gene is obtained by taking the limit of γ → ∞. The leading order expansions of R and ∆ are
We see that since the coefficient of γ 4 in the expansion for ∆ is positive, ∆ > 0 and consequently all the eigenvalues are real when γ is large enough. In this case, we also have
and consequently
Therefore, from Eq. (24) we have
which is real and negative, and goes to −∞ as γ → ∞. This shows that the trajectory of the system zaps onto the nullclineż = 0 as γ → ∞, justifying the two-dimensional system Eq.(11) in such a limit. We also have
Re e 2πi/3
leading to
which agree with Eq. (17) .
B. General stability analysis of the fixed points
A fixed point is stable if the real parts of three eigenvalues are all negative, whereas it is a saddle point if some of the them have positive real parts. By utilizing the root formula for a cubic equation, one can not only determine the stability of the fixed points, but also obtain more detailed information such as the imaginary parts and the signs of the eigenvalues.
Denoting the three eigenvalues as λ i (i = 1, 2, 3), we note that
The first line implies that at least one eigenvalue has a negative real part, which is also a necessary condition for a fixed point being stable. When i λ i > 0, the realities and signs of the eigenvalues are either (−, −, +) or (C, C * , +), where + and − denote positive and negative real roots respectively, and C, C * denote a conjugate pair of complex roots.
Also, since at least one eigenvalue must have negative real part due to the first equation of Eqs.(36), the real parts of the complex conjugate roots are negative.
On the other hand, if i λ i < 0, the realities and signs are either (−, −, −) or (−, C, C * ).
Note that (−, +, +) is excluded due to the second line of Eq (36). If λ 3 < 0 and λ 1 , λ 2 > 0, we have
where the last inequality follows from the first line of Eq.(36), which is
Since
we get from Eq.(37)
which is an obvious contradiction. Therefore, the signs of the eigenvalues cannot be (−, +, +). The signs of the real parts of the complex roots remain to be determined.
Note that two of the roots are complex if and only if −27∆ = R 2 − 4Q 3 > 0. Also note that
and consequently R 2 − 4Q 3 < R, so that the sign of [
is the same as that of R. From Eqs. (28) and (29), we see that
Since the coefficient of R is negative and the remaining term is positive, we see that if ∆ < 0 so that there are complex roots, then R > 0. Since the real part of the complex roots are
which are sum of three negative numbers, the real parts of the complex roots are negative. 
Therefore, when αβ > 1 so that the origin is the unique fixed point, i λ i < 0, so it is a stable fixed point, whereas when αβ < 1 so that there is an additional nonzero fixed point, i λ i > 0 and the origin becomes a saddle point. For additional nonzero fixed points, we have
where Eq. (14) was used when going from the first to the second line. For m = 1, it is negative, so the additional nonzero fixed point is stable whenever it exists. For m > 1, it remains to determine the sign of
Note that the function
vanishes at
Substituting
we get
Whenever the nonzero fixed points exist, the condition for which is Eq.(16), f (x 0 ) < 0. Since f (0) > 0 and lim x→∞ f (x) > 0, we see that x − < x 0 < x + . Since g(x) is a monotonically decreasing function of x, we see that g(x − ) > 0 and g(x + ) < 0. Therefore, x − is a saddle point and x + is a stable fixed point.
Thus, we rigorously identified the stability of the fixed points in the three-dimensional system of equations Eq.(9). For m = 1, when the degradation rates are large compared to production rates, αβ > 1, then x * = y * = z * = 0 is the unique stable fixed point.
When αβ < 1, the origin becomes an unstable fixed point, and the unique stable fixed point appears at nonzero values of the concentrations, at (x * , y * , z * ) = (1/αβ − 1, 1/α − β, 1 − αβ).
Since there is a unique stable fixed point regardless of the parameters, we have no bistability for m = 1. On the other hand, for m > 1, x * = y * = z * = 0 is a stable fixed point regardless of the parameter values. For ((m − 1)/mαβ) m < m − 1, this is the unique stable fixed point.
For ((m − 1)/mαβ) m > m − 1 we get an additional stable fixed point x + and a saddle point
x − which are the roots to the equation (14), leading to bistability.
C. Complex eigenvalues and the oscillatory behavior
It is to be noted that, in contrast to the two-dimensional system, the eigenvalues of the full three dimensional systems are allowed to have complex values, in the region of the parameter space where ∆ < 0. To be specific, let us consider the Hessian around a stable fixed point. The eigenvector u 0 of A 3 for real eigenvalue λ 0 = −r (r > 0) is also a real vector, but when ∆ < 0 so that λ ± for a conjugate pair, the corresponding eigenvectors u ± also form a conjugate pair. Denoting λ ± = −p ± iq (p > 0), we construct real vectors
so that
The parameter p is the rate of approach to the fixed point along the plane spanned by u 1 and u 2 , whereas q is the rate of oscillation between the vectors u 1 and u 2 .
In the limit of t → ∞, the behavior of the variables x, y, and z are thus
where u ij denotes the j-th component of the eigenvector u i , and the coefficients A,B, and the phase φ depend on the initial condition.
As an example, let us consider m = 1 with α = β = 1/8, γ = 1/2 9 , ν = 0. We have a nonzero stable fixed point at x * = 1/αβ − 1 = 63, y * = x * /(α(1 + x * )) = 63/8,
leading to one real root and two complex roots for the characteristic equation Eq. (20):
with the corresponding eigenvectors
and the asymptotic behavior Be −9t/64 cos(
This behavior can be understood using nullclines, just as in the case of two-dimensional system [19] . Note that in the case of the three-dimensional system, a nullcline is a twodimensional surface. Assuming ν = 0 for simplicity, we see from eq.(9) that the nullclines for x,y, and z are the surfaces y = βx, z = αy, and z = Initially the concentrations of the protein X is decreasing, that of RNA is increasing, and the probability of the gene being in the active state is increasing. As can be shown in to the fixed point. Figures (d) ,(e), and (f) are the magnification of (a),(b) and (c) near the fixed point. As can be seen from Fig.1 (d) , the trajectory indeed crosses the x-nullcline, indicating that the RNA has been increased to a level so that it can produce more proteins than being degraded, so the protein level x begins to increase. The intersection is denoted as open squares in figures (e) and (f). The crossing of y-nullcline is invisible in this resolution, and the concentrations of both protein and RNA increase, and the probability of the gene being in the active state decreases, until the system goes closer to the fixed point. Figures   (g) , (h), and (i) are the magnification of (d),(e) and (f) near the fixed point. As can be seen from Fig.1 (h) , the trajectory indeed crosses the y-nullcline, indicating that the probability of gene being in the active state has decreased so much that the production of RNA is less than that being degraded, and consequently the RNA concentration begins to decrease.
Similar cyclic behavior will repeat in smaller scales as the trajectory converges to the fixed point.
Similar oscillatory behavior exists near a saddle point when the Hessian has complex roots, although the concentrations will eventually diverge away from the fixed point and the linear approximation will break down.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, I analyzed the stability of the fixed points of the simplest auto-regulatory system, consisting of DNA, RNA, and the protein product that positively regulate its production upon binding to the gene. After linearizing the equation around fixed points, the eigenvalues of the three-dimensional Hessian were obtained using the root formula of the cubic equation. The result rigorously confirms the well-known results from the two-dimensional analysis: When Hill coefficient is one there is only one stable fixed point, that with zero concentrations when the decay rates of the RNA and the protein product are large compared to their production rate, and that with nonvanishing concentration if the production rates are large compared to the decay rates, zero concentrations being an unstable fixed point in this case. On the other hand, for Hill coefficient larger than one, the vanishing concentration is always a stable fixed point, and an additional nonzero stable fixed point appears when the production rates are large compared to the decay rates.
Although the general conclusion about the stability of the fixed points are the same as the two-dimensional analysis, we could obtain more detailed information such as the number of positive eigenvalues near a saddle point, and the number of complex eigenvalues near an arbitrary fixed point. In particular, we could see that the approach to the fixed point in the three-dimensional system can exhibit oscillatory behavior for certain values of the parameters, a property that cannot be observed in the two-dimensional system. In fact, the two-dimensional system can be justified only in the limit of fast equilibration of gene, in which case the eigenvalues are all real. On the other hand, the novel oscillatory behavior appears when binding and unbinding of protein to the DNA is slow.
Although the analysis is much more general than the two-dimensional analysis, the deterministic equation (2) is valid only when the concentration of protein is large enough so that its relative fluctuation can be neglected. Eventually the fluctuations will grow with time and will no more be negligible. Also, the stochastic effect cannot be neglected near the origin where the number of proteins and RNA are expected to be small. Therefore, the full master equation or Fokker-Planck equation will have to be considered for more accurate analysis [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Moreover, the current formalism neglects the time delay between the transcription and translation, and that between the translation and the positive regulation. The current formalism is expected to work well for the regulation process in prokaryotes where all the processes happen in more or less the same region in space, and will be less accurate for Eukaryote where the process of transcription and translation happen at distant locations.
The effect of time delay due to finite diffusion coefficients will have to be considered for a more accurate description of such systems [17, 18] . Denoting the probability for N X = x, N Y = y, and N Z = z as P (x, y, z), the master equations corresponding to the process Eq. (1) iṡ 
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where we used the fact z 2 = z and z(1 − z) = 0 since z = 0 or z = 1. When N X is so large that its fluctuation is small relative to the average value N X , we may make approximations 
which can be rewritten as
Appendix C: The stability analysis of the two-dimensional system
Let us consider the stability of the two-dimensional system Eq.(11) around the fixed points. Most of the material can be found in previous literature [19, 20, 22] , but I write down an explicit form of eigenvalues so that they can be compared with those obtained from the three-dimensional system in the limit of ultra-fast binding and unbinding of the protein to the gene. Considering a small deviation of x and y around a fixed point (x * , y * ) of Eq (11) , with x = x * + δx,y = y * + δy, we get a linearized equation
Solving the characteristic equation for the matrix A,
we get the eigenvalue
Since the expression inside the square root is nonnegative, we see that the eigenvalues are real.
From the first line of Eq.(C3), we see that if mx m−1 *
(1 + x m * ) 2 < αβ,
the absolute value of the square root term is smaller than the first term which is negative, so signs of both eigenvalues are negative and we get a stable fixed point. On the other hand,
the sign of the eigenvalues are determined by the square root term, so both positive and negative signs appear, and we get a saddle point. It is straightforward see that the equality corresponds to the marginal case where one of the eigenvalues becomes zero. This general result can be used for analyzing the stability of the specific fixed points.
1. m = 1 a. αβ > 1
As discussed in the appendix B, x * = 0 is a unique fixed point in this case. The condition αβ > 1 is the same as (C4) with x * = 0, so this is a stable fixed point.
It is clear that x * = 0 is now a saddle point, since now (C5) holds with x * = 0. There is an additional fixed point which is a solution to the equation (B3):
We see that mx m−1 *
(1 + x m * ) 2 = 1 (1 + x * ) 2 = (αβ) 2 < αβ.
Therefore, the condition (C4) is satisfied and we get a stable fixed point.
To summarize, for m = 1, when the RNA and protein is degraded fast enough so that αβ > 1, x * = 0 is the unique stable fixed point of (11) . Eventually the concentrations of both species go to zero. On the other hand, when the degradation is slow enough so that αβ < 1, then x * = 0 is a saddle point and an additional stable nonzero fixed point x * = 1 αβ − 1 appears. We see that there is no bistability for m = 1.
m > 1
In this case, x * = 0 is always a stable fixed point since mx m−1 *
(1 + x m * ) 2 = 0 < αβ. 
is negative or not, where Eq.(B3) was used in going from the second to the third expression.
Therefore, we only have to examine the sign of
Let us define
we see that this function is zero when
On the other hand, we have where the last inequality follows from the condition (B9). Therefore, we see that
Since g(x) is a monotonically decreasing function, it immediately follows that g(x − ) > 0 and g(x + ) < 0. Therefore, x − is a saddle point and x + is a stable fixed point. To summarize, when RNA and the protein are degraded fast enough so that
x = 0 is a unique sable fixed point. When the degradation is slow enough so that the inequality is inverted, then we have additional nonzero fixed points x − < x + , where x − is a saddle point and x + is a sable fixed point. Since x = 0 and x = x + are both stable fixed points, we get bistability.
